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Transfers:  Sheet CT2 
formerly produced by us, is 
now available from 
Modelmaster, ref. no. 4866, 
as is the CT4 Departmental 
wagon sheet ref. no.4867

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BDA WAGON                      
The 1251 BDA wagons were rebuilt from Bogie Bolster Ds about 1979. Y25 
bogies were fitted  with 8 brake shoes per bogie and 2 brake levers. The later 
rebuilds had axle-mounted disc brakes with handwheels on the bogies (In 1984 
these were recoded as BLA and to BEA in 1998). There were also variations in 
the bolster height & type (see diagram).  The wagons are used for carrying long 
steel bars, rods, girders, slabs etc., but not coil due to the floor not being able to 
take the weight! Although usually found in block trains, BDAs were seen in 
Speedlink trains (sometimes only one!) before this service ended. Some wagons 
(e.g.  950669) were altered to carry shorter bars with 4 bolsters & packing timbers, 
coded BFA (see  Rail Enthusiast June 1986). In 1983, about 250 wagons were 
transferred to Departmental stock and coded YAA - Brill on which rails are a 
common load. There were about 400 YAAs in 1993. Thanks to Paul Wade, David 
Larkin, Mark Saunders, & others who supplied photos/ information.   
BIBLIOGRAPHY:  'British Railfreight-Today & Tomorrow' (Janes 1984) p.66; 
'Rail Freight Today (OPC 1989) p.37 (BFA), pp.38/45/93/113/6/7; 'British 
Railways Wagons (David & Charles  1985) p.88/9/156; BR Wagons Vol I (OPC 
1985) pp.21/31/117-121. “BR  Air Braked Stock Vol. 2 “ (Cheona).
CONSTRUCTION:   
Underframe: begin by joining the two halves of the floor (the Es on the underside 
are the outer ends. Leave to set, & build the bogies as described below. Remove 
solebars & headstocks carefully from the sprue and fit round the underside of the 
floor - the solebars fit  against the step in the floor. Add the two centre trusses 
(plain sides inwards). Check they’re in line with the solebar trusses with a steel 
rule against the vertical part of the the trusses. Stand the wagon on end & fit the 
cross piece (with 4 triangles on) at the bottom of the trusses (O on diagram to 
right. NOTE: the triangles fit against the kingposts of the trusses. They are not 
meant to fit in between to align the trusses). Repeat for other end. Add the 4 
buffer body extension pieces & the buffer heads. 
Body: join the side pieces of the body together (the 5 rivets are at the end of the  
wagon. The sides fit over the edge of the floor, & the ends butt against the end of 
the floor between the sides. Use 4 short bolster bases & 2 tall bases; fit thick tops 
to the short ones & thinner tops to the tall ones, with the 11 stanchion holes on 
the top. The tall bases go at the  ends of the wagon, the other in between ('X's on 
floor mark position). Fit stanchions in desired  holes, or lay on floor(unloaded 
wagons. N.B. There 2 spares + 4 wider stanchions for the BFA. 
The securing straps’ “winches” (from the bolster moulding *) should be fitted to 
the solebars where shown on the picture below — the white rectangles indicate 
the position.   * The end of the winch attached to the sprue between the two rows 
of six, is the left-hand end of the winches.
See sketch for position of brake lever & 'v' hangers (not disc braked wagons). Fit 
the halves of the tank together (only one needed) –  this goes behind the solebar 
with the distributor (“cylinder” on the diagram) to the left (only one needed). 
The small air cylinders fit in the angle formed by the inner truss and the cross 
piece – one at each end
Bogies: Alan Gibson or Romford 12mm disc (or disc brake) wheels & bearings 
are required for these bogies. 
Fit the bearings and add the wheels by putting one axle into a bearing and gently 
spreading the frames so that the other end can be put into its bearing. 
The bearings can be adjusted by moving them in or out to give the best running of 
the wheels. Fit the axleboxes fronts (small “cups”) onto the bearings. Put screws 
through bolsters from the side with 4 pegs, place the bogie on the bolster & add 
the nut. The four “legs”on the bolsters fit on the pads on the floor.
Hornby, or Bachmann Mini couplings can be fitted by adding the adaptor plates 
to the outer set of pegs on the underside of the bogie centre extension and 
attaching the coupling to the adaptor. 
Fit either hand-wheels into frame opening, or fit brakeshoes. These mount  on 
the back of the side frames. Use the shorter shoes for the centre pairs. Ensure 
that the middle of the shoe lines up with the wheel centre and is clear of the 
wheel. The outer end cross bars can be fitted if the coupling mounting is cut off 
(when using scale or Kadee couplers etc.
NOTE: due to the main moulding being in one piece it is not possible to have 
locating holes or pegs for the brakeshoes/end crossbars, as the back of the 
sideframes has to be flat, in order to remove the bogie from the mould. 
Painting:  Railfreight red body (+ bolsters/stanchions on some); rest of wagon 
black or track  colour. Some Brills had grey bodies, others had yellow, or 
remained in faded red. Nos. - 950001 -    951250.   Transfers are on Modelmaster 
sheet 4858 or 4866 — see below.


